
 
From: contact details deleted] On Behalf Of Barbara Orton 
Sent: 25 July 2017 18:00 

To: BBC Scotland TV Channel 
Subject: Response for the Consultation - a new BBC channel for Scotland. 

 

Dear BBC, 

I am an Independent Producer running a company based in Scotland, working for UK and 

world wide broadcasters. I'd like to respond in relation to the proposal content, budget, and 

wider opportunities proposed for the creative sector in relation to the BBC's public interest, 

public purpose remit. 

I'd absolutely welcome the new channel as a huge opportunity for Scotland,  Scottish 

audiences, and the producers of content in Scotland. In our company, we'd look forward to 

working with the channel in order for us together to produce top class content able to 

compete in the National, UK and International markets. It will be of huge benifit towards 

developing and growing the Scottish production sector into a fully functioning, thriving 

Scottish industry able to reach it's potential, if we get the ingredients right.  

As an entrepreneurial independent producer successfully making award winning factual and 

documentary films for all markets including BBC Scotland, key elements have to be there to 

achieve this, to effectively join with new Channel commissioners so that together we produce 

world class content that can compete on quality both at home and overseas.  

- Making the channel HD, upgraded from the SD plan would be a start, if we are to have the 

best chance of success?  Would Scottish audiences accept SD? If it's not HD, would they see 

it as 2nd best, a second class channel from the off?  

 - The new channel aims to 'to bring additional work for broadcast production companies... 

the creative sector...  and more opportunities to grow and develop talent both on and off 

screen'.   

A more pro active role on the part of 

newly employed  
commissioners would be welcome, to proactively develop quality content together for all 

markets serves the Scottish public by Scots finding their cultural place at home and abroad.   

Scotland's indigenous producers have learnt to be entrepreneurial, they know their Scottish 

audience, they've had to learn to understand international audiences to make budget s work 

with co-production. They are well placed to broker deals. Our company has been active in 

this sector for over 10 years, partnering TV co-productions in Europe. We could do more.  

- 'In order to reflect Scotland, it's people and it's culture, both to itself and a wider world' - 

I'd welcome a channel who could proactively work with independent producers, partners 

Creative Scotland and others to develop a co-prodution factual/documentary fund to allow 

them to go into the market place with finance to capitalise on and realise these ideas. 

- In addition,  'in order to reflect Scotland, it's people and it's culture, both to itself and a 

wider world' I'd wecome a new Scottish/UK/International Documentary slot to show films 



reflecting this aim.  And welcome working together with the channel to help source content 

for the slot too.  

Over the last few years in Scotland, it has become increasingly clear BBC Scotland does not 

get it's fair share of the BBC licence fee.  Our company would endorses the work of fellow 

independent producer David Smith of Matchlight Productions whose analysis has been 

submitted to the consultation, and is endorsed in the Independent Producers Scotland (IPS) 

submission to the consultation.  

There is no need to repeat David's analysis here again, but enough to say the new channel is 

an opportunity to redress this outrageously unfair situation, to get this licence fee proportion, 

balance right, to allow producers to make the quality programs BBC audiences expect here in 

Scotland and elswhere.  

The channel needs the chance to succeed, it will not on consistently low budgets for 

programes, neither can producers sustain the world class businesses we aim to be (and are 

capable of) on consistently low budgets which could so easily result in a 2nd rate service that 

can't compete the way it needs to. 

The budget for the new channel is quoted as £30 million with £7 million coming out of it for 

News.  The key issue for our company re the channel's success (in the public interest) is not 

about support for a dedicated service like the News and the employment of 80 new journalists 

in the BBC already full of journalists, or about representation alone.  The key issue for us is 

about BBC resourcing and creating a vibrant independent production community who can in 

partnership with the new BBC channel, can finance and develop the very best programs in 

documentary, factual, drama, comedy, animation ie programs across the board.  

The proposed budget for the new channel is not enough to make the programs of ambition to 

serve audiences.  If not increased, it will be a  would be a lost opportunity at this historic 

moment.  

Unless new channel budget increases from a fairer share of the licence fee, the BBC will be 

hard put to satisfy the public value and impact it needs to fulfil it's public purpose, or to work 

with a diverse pool of talent as effectively as it could with the public, the licencee payers, 

loosing out.          

An increased budget, a co-production fund in partnership with Creative Scotland  new strands 

to reflect a wider world and scotland's place in it will facilitate a more level playing field for 

independent producers like us to bring financial and creative partners to the table of this new 

channel with something to offer for social, cultural financial benifit. The public, our 

audiences being better served.  

Barbara Orton, True TV and Film Ltd. 

END  

Barbara Orton 

Producer 
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